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New decade
Standing at the end of 2019 and looking forward
into the next decade, I see massive challenges
but also incredible opportunity. The design of
type has occupied me for well over 20 years and
throughout this time much has changed. A great
deal of this change has been technological which
has equally opened up the creation of type and
the use of type. It also offers the opportunity to
explore the potential of type in new ways.
Welcome to the Gallery
Using technology to show our typefaces in a
more visual and explorative context is one such
opportunity. Working with Brian Jones from
Jones Lafuente we’ve created a gallery space at
typography.net. This idea was developed from
one originally made for the recent exhibition
‘Rock Paper Pixel’ at the Lettering Arts Centre,
Snape, UK.

A wall of type and colour seen on the new Gallery page

Free from any proposed or applied use, the
images in the Gallery are unashamedly artistic
and rely on a font’s unique detail and personality
to create typographic textures. Inspiration for the
Gallery was found in the Modernist typographic
experiments of the early 20th century, as well as
the later explorations of designers including Josef
Müller-Brockmann, Wolfgang Weingart and Emil
Ruder. Several of our recent Instagram posts at
JeremyTankardTypography have focused on
many of these inspirations.

Horst Hohl
Typografische Monatsblätter, 1967

Piet Zwart
Printer’s catalogue, 1929

Laslo Moholy-Nagy
Typofoto, 1922
Josef Müller-Brockmann
Experimental photograph, 1955
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Wolfgang Weingart
‘How can one make Swiss Typography’,
republished in Octavo 87.4, 1987
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Behind the Gallery wall
Clever programming lies behind the creation of
the images. I was keen to let the computer
automate and randomise as much of the
process as possible. Randomisation creates
many surprising ‘happy accidents’ and a
freshness not often present in work that is more
orderly and applied. Human involvement is
limited to supplying a text for image generation
and selecting which images make it to the
Gallery. For every ‘successful’ image generated,
the computer produces perhaps 10 that don’t
quite make the grade. It still seems that the
designer’s eye has the final say.
The brief to Jones Lafuente was to take a string
of text, chop it into individual words and
randomise the size and position of each word.
Also to randomly select a colour palette and a
background colour from within that palette.
Sounds simple enough, but it took time to build
a system that could potentially position words
off all four edges of a square format. Initial
results were fabulous and of course we wanted
to push it more. So we added rotation as well.
This opened up the ability to see character
shapes in different orientations, which in turn
resulted in seeing shapes afresh.

Part of the code that generates the random images

A rotated Greek ‘xi’ from Shire Pro Worcestershire becomes
a ghostly image

The ‘underscore’ from Aspect Heavy creates an image
reminiscent of Josef Müller-Brockmann’s experiments

Feel free to visit the Gallery and browse the
images on display. It’s hoped that this indulgent
wall of type, shape and colour proves inspiring
and a fresh way to re/discover all our fonts, old
and new. Simply click on an image to view,
share and discover more about the font.

Click on an image to view it at a larger size, discover more about the
font used or share the image
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In designer’s hands
Every so often we get glimpses of our types in
use, here are a few fantastic uses.

Programme cover with a digital woodcut by Hyemi Shin
Programme spread using Enigma Fine, Enigma Text and Trilogy Sans

Glyndebourne
Enigma Fine joins Enigma Text and Trilogy Sans
in use at Glyndebourne. More examples and
information can be found at Fonts In Use.

Exhibition catalogue

Pembroke in action for Eurostar

Front and back covers

Rock Paper Pixel
Accompanying catalogue for ‘Rock Paper Pixel’,
a recent exhibition held at Snape Maltings by
The Lettering Arts Trust. Hawkland, De Worde
and Bliss are used throughout. See more at
Fonts In Use.
Eurostar
A beautifully conceived app for Eurostar makes
full use of Pembroke’s clean, functional design.
See more at Fonts In Use.
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Vehicle HUD screen

StreetScooter
Bliss is used for the digital information displays
of these ground-breaking electric vehicles
produced by German company StreetScooter.

Exhibition graphics

National Portrait Gallery
Hawkland was used throughout the Elizabethan
Treasures exhibition in London. See more at
Fonts In Use.

Reese’s Christmas packaging

Reese’s
The Shire Types appear on a seasonal calendar
for this well known confectionery brand.

SF Masterworks series

Gollancz
The SF Masterworks range of 166 classic sci-fi
titles makes bold use of Bliss capitals.

Thames & Hudson

Tower Bridge
Bliss is used in this beautiful book detailing the
history and design of the iconic Tower Bridge.
See more at Fonts In Use.
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Tips & Tricks
The modern font can contain a huge amount of
additional potential. A lot of this is often hidden
from view; accessible through different OpenType
features or the increasingly complicated Glyph
Palette. One area of potential use is a font’s
linguistic ability. If you’re on a Mac, go to System
Preferences where you’ll find loads of different
keyboards which allow you to access the
additional accented glyphs in your fonts.

ąþðł
The letters above are a-ogonek, thorn, eth, l-slash

1. Click on ‘Show Keyboard Viewer’ to display the pop-up keyboard.

2. Use ‘Alt’ to show accents and additional lowercase glyphs, such as þ ð

The Keyboard preference pane found in System Preferences

All you need do is turn on the ABC-Extended
keyboard. Pop open the Keyboard Viewer (you
can adjust its size) Try out a few of the modifier
keys (Alt, Shift+Alt) and start setting.

3. With ‘Alt’ held down, click the accent you want, such as ˛ (the ogonek)

If the font you’re using supports other language
scripts then add these keyboards and start
setting in a different script.

4. Then let go of ‘Alt’ and the Keyboard Viewer shows all the glyphs
which use that particular accent, such as ą (a-ogonek)
Note: as with the Glyph Palette, not all glyphs shown may be in the font
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